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CHAI'TER 9

ANALYSIS WITHOUT CHEMICAL SEPARATION

L General Principles

Aotivation lLIlaJyses without chemioal separations 0lLIl be applied in
speoial conditions only. In the most simple oaB8 the ratio ofthe aotivities
induoed in the maw lLIld in the element to be determined is low or even
zero. If the maw activity is low, chemioalseps.rations 0lLIl be avoided
for the a.na.Iysis of minor ounstituents, but generaJIy not down to the
traoe element level. Determinations even down to this level 0lLIl be
aohieved when the matriX does not become radioactive. When the
matrix activity is sh9ft8r lived than the activity induced in the element
to be determined, the formerOlLIl be aJIowed to die out before the latter
is measured.

Even when a long.lived matrix activity is obta.ined, lLIl attempt ClLIl
be made to count the isotope to be determined-in a seleoti"" way. This
can be achieved either by discriminative counting, when the energy of
the matrix activity is lower thlLIl the isotope of interest, or by the use
of an instrumental technique, auch as described in Chapter 6, section
ill, E, which can turn a detection method into a more or I... seleotive
one for a given isotope. Anyhow, with this la.at technique the di1Iioulties
generally inorease rapidly when reaching the ppm level, due to the
fact that the matrix/element aotivity ratio becomes quite high. This
high matrix aotivity 0lLIl give rise to saturation and pile-up in the
detector and in the eleo~roniom....uring cirouits. If one minor or trace
element gives rise to lLIl intense and high energy ra.diation, masking of
low intensitiea at lower energies aJao becomes unavoidable.

Practica.lly every m....uring technique 0lLIl be coupled to lLIl a.na.Iysia
of a decay curve. This provides not only a puri~y check of the meaaured
activity by half.life, but when interferencea of tho matrix or of im·
purities ocour, lLIl a.naJysia of this ourve 0lLIl allow the determination of
the activity of the isotope of intereat. Here again, at the trace impurity
level, aotivities are not normaJIy large enough to allow a preclae a.na.Iysia
of the curve, due to the large atatia~oallluotuatiCln in count rate. The
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eventual ai~ of nondestructive activation analysis iii to save time and
work, which is of interest when dealing with routine analysis of large
amounts of samples. In this philosophy, fully automated activatioll
aIlalysis procedures have heen developed. In this chspter, examples
will be given of activation aIlalyses without chemical separation and
the applied techniques will be described. For convenience, the Istter
will be split into two groups: these based UpO!l the nuclear properties
of the radionuclide of interest and those based upon detection and
measuring illlltrumentstion. A survey of nondestructive activation
analysis techniques ill given by Adams and Hosto (1).

n. Techniques Basod on Nuclear Properlies

Under the nuclear properties of an isotope one can classify tbe type
and energy of the emitted radiation, the half.llie and the time correIa.
tion between the different radiation events. All these properties can be
found in the decay scheme as described in Chapter 6, section I, B. The
type of the emitted rad;.ation mainly determines the choioo of the
detector, as is discussed in Chapter 6. The radiation energy ofthe isotope
to be determined has to be cOllllidered in relation to the ellergy of the
interfering activity. When tho latter is the smallest one, .. simple
discriminative counting tecbnique such as g..mm.. spectrometry C&Il h.
..pplied, as in Ch..pter 6.

The correlation between tbe different radiatiollll, emitted by the same
isotope, can be used as .. guide to judge if coincidence techniques can be
applied. For example, gamm..·gamm.. and bet...gamma cascades,
decaying over very short·lived energy levels, are excellently suited for
coincidence purposes.

(A) ANALYSIS 0 .. COMPLEX DECAY CuRVES

1. General

Tbe determination of tbc balf.life of .. radioactive isotope offers an
excellent criterion for identification, certainly in combination with Do

selection in nature and energy of the emitted radiation. Furthermore,
the analysis of .. decay curvo permits .. quantit..tive determin..Uon as
tbe activity of the isotope of interest can He corrected in each point of
the decay curve for shorter ..nd longer lived activities and an extra·

9. .ulALYSIS WITHOUT CWWlOA.L SU......TION ."'10

pol..Uon to the end of irradi..tion or to allY convwent time C&Il be

performed.
Indeed, the decay of all &Ctive isotope is exponential, ... described

in Chapter 5, &nd is represented in the case of .. sing1e isotope, by

A(I) _ A' oxp (_ In
2I) (9.1)

T".
where A(I) aIld A' are the &Ctivities respectively ..t .. time I aIld ..t the
end of irradiation. T". is the half.lIfe.

A plot of the logarithm of A(I) versus I yields .. str&ight line. The
intersection with the ordin&te yields A' for I - 0, &nd the Blope of the
line ..!lows caloulation of ths half.lIfs. The total activity A(I), of a
complex decay ourve with • components, measured at a time I, C&Il be
expressed as .. sum of expon01lti&ls

A(I), --L: A~ exp (- ~ 2
I) (9.2). ., "Ii

aIld c..n be e.ns.lyzed ... such.
From this part of the curve, the half.Ufo of the longest lived isotope

can be determined aIld by extr..po1&tion one CaIl correot the shorter·
lived aotivities for this contribution. This prooodure is repeated for
each of the present components.

The e.ns.lysis 0&Il be performed either graphically or with the &id of ..
computer. In the first case, half.lives should differ by a factor of
approxim..tely 5, whereas in the second 0&&0 a factor 2 or 3 0&Il be
sufficient to obtsin good e.ns.lysis. It is obvious thet the feasibility ofall

aIlalysis will ..Iso depend on the relative aotivities of the components
and on the total ..otivity ofthe measured sample. Decay ourves, showing
large ststistical f1uctu..tions, as 0&Il obtsin "'hen low count rates h..ve
to be measured. are indeod very tedious to e.ns.lyze. A smoothing
procedure of the experimental points oan greatly fa.cilitate the e.ns.lysis.
Computer progr&ms for the e.ns.lysis of complex decay curves &fe
described in the liter..ture (2,3,4,6,6,7,8). They are bued on .. least
squares fit or on .. Fourier style e.ns.l)'Iia of the dats.

Tho decay ourve e.ns.lysis is very well suited to the determin&tion
of short.lived isotopes, implying llhort irr&diation and measuring
times aIld thus very r..pid procedures. When the isotope of interest is
easily measured, all integral counting method 0&Il be sufficient. In all
other cases disoriminative counting, gamm.. spectrometry, or even
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special mea.~_.ug techniques can be used. The data coming from this
equipment are generally fed into a multiscaler which can be either a
printing scaler, provided with two chronometers, one for measuring
time and one for waiting time, or a multicl,aw,el used in the mulliscalcr
mode.

When measuring short half.lives, care has to be taken in the choice
of the duration of the meaaurer.lent ofa single point with respect to the
half·life as is described in Chapter 11, section V, B. Indeed, significant
extrapolation errors can occur when tho measuring timo is largo in
comparison with the half·life.

2. Exampled

Some typical examples of nondestructive activation analysis by
means of decay curve analysis are:

(a) Aluminium and chlorine in terphcnyl. Aubouin (9) describes a
method for the determination of aluminium and chlorine in terphenyl
or other organic matrices. The nuclides "AI (E, = 1.78 MeV. T,l. 
2.27 m) and "CI (E, = 1.64-2.15 IIIoV, T,/. = 37 m) formed by
(n, y) reaction. are nsed for the dotennioation, performed by gamma
spectrometIJ coupled to decay analysis.

TWa permits us to tako into account the interfering activities of the
isotopes UNa (E, = 1.38-2.7 MeV, T". = 15 h) and "Mn (E, = 0.84
MeV, T". = 2.6 h) in tho chlorine dotermination, as can be """n from
Figure 9.1, where a decay curve of a typical sample i. given.

The llinits of tWa method are of course dopendent on the interfering
activities but for chlorine e.g. 5 x 10-' g can bc stated as normal.

(b) Indium in zinc. Gibbons and Lawson (lOj determined indium in
zinc and zinc alloys by means of the decay curve analysis of tho activity
nnder the 1.27 MeV photopesk of "omIn (T". - 54 m). In tWa way the
authors could correct for tho intcrforences of tho 1.11 IIIoV photopeak
of "Zn, and woro able to pcrform the analysis without chemical
separation.

(c) Silver in lead. AdalllS el aZ. (11) determined silver in lead without
chemical separation by decay curvo analysis of the activity due to
"'Ag (T".=24.2 s), which is formed from natural silver by (n, y)
reaction. Use was made of the fast pncumatic transfer system .at DR-I
of the S.C.K. at Mol (Belgium) (transfer time =0.2 s). A NaI(Tl) crystal

\. tU'1

coupled to a single channel ensured the selection of the llOAg II.... MeV
photopeak, and a 400 channel multiaca1er recordad the decay oune of
tho moasured aotivity. Standards and IIB1Ilplos were irradiated lOps
rately, together with a platinum dux monitor.Aocording to tWa method.
silver contents down to 0.02 I'g were determined in 0.6 to I g lead
samples. with a reproducibility better than 10%. Interferences due
to copper and antimony, which also give rise to short-lived isotopes.
could not be deteoted. even when these elements were present in an
excess of 50 times the silver content.

.~...
"u

102 I__--.,.--....---:-......;:-...;.,-.----;:;-....--;;..
.,. 2 4 & 8 10 12

llhl

Fig. 9.1. Doeay curvo or chlorine in o Iorphonyl IOIDpIo CCJl~ No aDd
MIl (9).
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(B) CoDlOIDJ..•.•X TEOIDlIQl1ES

1. General

The principles and the apparatus concerning coincidence techniques,
including beta·gamma, gamma.gamma, and gamma·sum coincidence,
have been described in Chapter 6, section III, E, l.

The main parameters of this method are situated not only in the
time correlation between the components of the considered cascade,
but also in the energy of these radiations. For this reaeon, energy selec·
tion coupled to time selection will yield the best results. Furthermore,
coincidence methods are not only important becsuse of the specificity
of the counting technique, but are sometimes used for the sake of
sensitivity, even after cbemical separation.

In the first case, the aim will be to minimize the random coincidcnt
events due to the activity of the matrix and possible impurities, whereas
in the second case a coincident background must be obtained as low as
possible in order to ensure a high sigual/background ratio.

The total measured coincident count rate B, is given by:

(9.3)

where B., B, and BB represent respectively the true coincident count
rate due to the measured cascade (see equation (6.49)), the random
coincident rate due to the matrix and hnpurities (see equations (6.50)
and (6.52» and the background ooincident rate.

From equation (9.3) B. can be evaluated, after calculation of B,
by means of equation (6.50) and after mcasurement of RB.

The coincident background rate, BB' cannot be treated simply as
a random coincidence, but can be regarded as composed of three effects:
a time coincident part, coming from cosmic radiation and possibly
from the electronic circuitry, a random coincident part end a part
produced by scattering of radiation from one detcctor into the other.

For two unshielded detectors, very close together, the scatter can.
tribution is about one order of magnitude larger than the true co·
incident part, which is in turn about one order of magnitude larger than
the random coincidences. The scatter contribution can be minimized by
separating the two detectors from each other, or by placing them at an
angle and inserting a lead wedge betwcen them. This last solution can·
not be adopted when strong angular correlations exist, as is the case

t
j

.\
I,

with annibilation gamma rays. It has to be noted that the 88mv _ttar
phenomenon can occur with the matrix and impurity activities, when
the detectors are placed close together. In activation analysis, one will
have to compromise, since removing detectors from the source means a
deer...... in counting efficiency and very long counting times, especiaJly
wben dealing with trace analysis.

Although the contribution of the t.rue coincident component In the
background cannot be avoided, lIS appears from equation (6.40), the
effect can be minimized by adequate shielding. A reduction In back.
ground from 0.12 cpm to 0.035 epro has been reported (12) for the
counting of "Se with a 265-280 keV gating pulse In colncidence with
the 121-136 keV region, by. moving the detectors, placed as cloeely
together as possible, from a 50 x 50 x IiO em lead shield \lith a
5 em wall thickn... into a 100 x 100 x 100 em one, with walls of10 em
thickn.... The random coincident background can also be lowered, liy
reducing the resolving tim";" as can be soon from equation (6.52).

The contribution of B, is negligible when a pure background is
measured, but is the most important one when matrix and impurity
activities are present. Let the total ....".ple disintegration rate D, be
composed of the disintegration rate of the element to be determined
D, and of the impurities and matrix disintegration rate ]),. Acoording
to equations (6.40) and (6.52) one can write, after background sub·
traction:

B.=~ = D, (9.4)
B, 2T1>: 2z(D, + Dd"

In general D,~ Db which simplifies equation (0.4) to

B._~ (0.5)
B, 2zD1

Assuming a resolving time of 0.010 p.B, it is easily shown that equal
coincident snd random count rates are obtained for a disintegration
rate in matrix and impurities of 7 x 10" (D,)',I. This means that a
given element can still be determined, when the accompanying activi.
tics are a factor of 7 x W" (D,)',I times larger than its own activity.

2. Emmplu .
i

(a) Borg, Segel, Kienle and Campbell (13) applied a beta-gamma
coincidence technique for the nondestructive determination of man·
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Fig. 9.2. Principl...homo or t.bo fJ-t kiplo ooilloidonoo gamma-.pecllomotw,
aooording to Borg" aI. OIuIIoaI _t.rom 01 • ..N....& miztun (.)
&nd kipl. ooincident opootrum or t.bo 0IUIl0 mixl"'" (b) (13).

ill it ..ppearad that no interferences occurred from Sn, Cr, Fe and Ni,
which were present in respective coneentratiolll of 1.5, 0.11, 0.10 and
0.03%.

(c) The ..pplic..bility of the gamme.-g&mm& coincidence technique,
evan when dealing with adj..eent g&mm" r..ys, W&8 demollltr..ted by
Salmon (15). When cobalt hu to be determined in an iron matrix by
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ganese in biolo~ .1 material. The nuclide "Mn has indeed a prominent
iamma ray at 0.85 MeV, which is coinoident with a beta ray of 2.81\
MeV maximum energy. In biological material however, an activity
several orders of magnitude larger than the "Mn activity is obtained,
due to UNa, emitting two gamma rays at 1.38 and 2.76 MeV respeotively
whereas the maximum energy of the beta ray is 1.37 MeV. '

The normal beta.gamma technique, using lower energy w.crimina·
tion for the beta rays, could not be applied, 118 the detector is also for ..
small percent sensitive to gamm.. r..ys. Therefore selection of the
pulses from the plastic beta detector becamc neccssary and was per.
formed by means of .. telescope counter inserted. between the source
and the pls.stic detector. This counter consists of a very thin plastic
scintillator, which is practically tr&nsparent for gomma r..ys, wherel18
beta rays lose part of their energy in it before reaching the main bet..
detector, where they are stoppcd. The light pulses obtained with the
telescope detector are seen by .. photomultiplier by means of an
aluminized mylar rellection box and brougl,t into coincidence with the
pulses stored in the main bet.. detector. The coincident output of the
beta detectors- is subsequently brought into coincidence with the
gamma rays, measured with .. sodium iodide crystal. Figure 9.2 shows
.. scheme of the ..pparatus and .. normal gamma spectrum in com
parison with .. triple coincident spectrum of .. "Mn-uN.. mixturc.
Furthermore, the ..uthors made use ofselective activation, obtained by
surrounding the 8&mpie with 93% lOB enriched boron powder, en
hancing in this w..y the resonance to thermal activation of "Mn.
Manganese to sodium concentration r..tios of 10-' were analyzed
without chemic..1separation.

(b) Hecker and Herr (14) applied the two channel gamma-gamm..
coincidence method for the determination of truces of hafnium in
zirconium. Thermal neutron ..ctivation gives ri.e to the isotope
"'Hf (T1/1 = 45 d), whereas "Zr (T1/1 = 65 d) allli "Zr (T1/1 = 17 h)
are obtained from the mat,rix. The dec..y schemo of "'ill shows ..
gamma ray cascade with respective energies of 0.48 MeV and 0.14
MeV, whereas no cascades occur in the decay of both zirconium iso·
topes. Eaoh channel was tuned to one of the cascado e"ergies, and down
to 5 ppm hafnium in 8&mples of about 30 mg zirconium was determined
without chemical separ..tion. The authors claim that by optimizing
irradiation time ..nd 8&mple size this limit can be lowered by a factor
of 100. From the an&lyeis of .. wcaloy 8&mple containing 57 ppm



Fig. 9.3. Doteotor aet up for coincidence oaloulationl a.ooording to Berr" al. (18).

(9.6)
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when the cross section AC is said to be eqnaI to the spherical surf&ce
ABC. which is approximately true when B is large.

i:i}iif1J~

'r
determined in tile 200 mg Vsa, samples. Activities due to t""gston.
gold. platinum. iridium and molybdenum do not interfere. whereal an
excess antimony aotivity could cause some errors. A correction for the
"Na activity whioh interferes throug14 the 1.37-2.76 MeV gamma
cascade can be made iC required. by a ..~baequentmeasurement oC the
1.37 MeV gamma peak.

(C) It is evident thet when dealing witil positron emitters. use can be
made oC a gamma·gamma coinoidence counting technique oC both 0.511
MeV annihilation gamma rays. These gamma rays ahow a partiou1arly
strong angular correlation. oince they lire emitted at 180" angles.
Wolfle. Herpers and Herr (18) made excellent use oC this property
in order to obtain additional seleotivity when counting positron
annihilation radiation in a gamma ray background. even when con·
taining gamma-gamma wcades. whioh ahaw negligible angular corre
lation. A simplified but Ullverthel... useful pioture oC the sourO&
detectors assembly. is represented in Figure 9.3. where both NaI(Tl)
crystals with a radius r. are oC small thickness. and totally absorb the
inoident gamma ray. The distanoe oC the souroe P from both detectors
is to a good approximation equal to R. When P is a SOut08. emitting a
nonangular correlated gamma cascade. with a diaintegration rate Dc.
the coinoidenoc count rate Re• will be given by' •

f!illW' El11'1l.0N' A.O'rIVA.TrON ANALYSIS

neutron activ" ••.,h analysis. the isotopes "Co (T ,/.=5.2 y) and "lie
(T

'
/ S =45 d) are formed. Both isotopes emit gamma rays of app:o>:.

imately the same energy: "Co 1.17 and 1.33 MeV and "Fe 1.10 and
1.29 MeV. With a NaI(Tl) detector. both spectra cannot be separated.
From the decay scheme. it appears however that the "Co gammas are
emitted in ....cade. whereas the "Fe ones are not. Thus. using a dual
channel coincidence teohnique the ''Co spectrum can be measured
"ithout interference from the "Fe activity, even when the latter is 25
times larger than the cobalt activity. which is about the case when
dealiug "ith a steel sample containing 100 ppm cobslt.

(d) The same technique was used by Kim and Haste (16) for the
simultaneous determination of silver and an.timony in bismuth. by
means of the neutron produced isotopes l1O"'Ag an<1 '21Sb. For 110mAg
the 0.65 and 0.88 MeV gamma cascade was measnred, whereaa "'Sb
was determined using the 0.60 and 1.7 MeV cascade. In order to correct
for the mutual interferences of both isotopes, two measurements were
performed. one with both channels tuned in on the 110mAg cascade
followed by a measurement with both ohannels tUlled in on the '''Sb
cascade. By repeating these measurements with pure l10mAil and '''Sb
standards. the silver and antimony content in bismuth could be
determined without chemical separation. When I g samples ';'ore
irradiated at a neutron flux of 4 x lO" n cm-' S-l for 2" days. tho
sensitivity oCthe method was in the ppb region.

(e) Adams and Haste (17) used a coincidence technique for the nOll.
destructive determination of tungsten and arsenic in vanadim"
pentoxide. The isotope 187W, formed by (n, y) reaction, was measurcd
by means ofthc 72 keV-134 keY gamma cascade. where both gamma
rays are strongly converted. giving rise to the 60 keV Ee K.X.ra:;·.
These X.rays wcre measured in coincidence, making use of a NaI(Tl)
wafer and a 3" x 3" NaI(TI) dctector, as described in Chapler 6.
section III. D. The 68 keV Pb X-ray was reduced by lining the lead
shield mth cadmium and coppcr foil. and concentmtions dO\\11 to
200 ppb tungsten were detcrmincd in 200 mg V.O. samples. Activitie.
due to "As, "Na and 122Sb intcrfere for 100%. when they are prescnt
in an excoso of respectively 450. 1250 and 900 in comparison to the
tungsten activity.

Arsenic was determined subsequently. using a dual channel gamma
gamma coincidence spectrometer. Tbe 0.51l-{).66 MeV gamma cascade
of "As was used for this purpose, and allowed 10 ppm arsenio to be
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au the o. haud, wheu P is replaced by 180· correlated positron
annihilation 'murce pl. the coincidence count rate R; will be

by multiplying by a fsotor of 330 and 6500 respectively. From .I!igure
9.4 it appears that the noncorrelsted g&nlJll&oog&mma coincidence
background can be reduced by a fsotor of 102•

A further advantage when desling with positron emitters. exists in
the possibility of measuring separately the total coincidence count rate
of the source and the sum of the uncorrelated coincidence rate and the
random coincidence rate. For this purpose the source is measured OIlce
in position P and once in position F. which is located slightly over the
line DC. &8 is shown in Figure 9.3. With tha 10urce at F, the ISO·
correlated radiation count rate is decreased to afrsotion of0.007. This is
negligible in comparison with the interfering count rate, which is still
recorded, &8 R remains practically unchanged by the source dis
pIaoement, especislly when R is large. As an example, when desJing
with 7.5 om diameter detectors and R - 30 cm. the source displace
ment causes a chenge in .Iiof only 0.9%. .

The authors used this technique for the nondestructive determination
of copper in Bi, Pb, trI. Be.Se, Su, AI and iron meteorite by means of
the "Cu isotope, which is mainly a positron emitter.

Only the matrices Se and So give lise to m8&8urable interferences,
whioh could be corrected for by haIf.life determination. The limit of
the method is situated at about 6 ppb On for 1 g ssmpfes. Possible
interferences indicated by the authors are summarized in Table 9.1.
For the copper determination in bimnuth, the authors found thet for
tho interfering isotopes lllAu. llODl.Ag, "As and lI'Sb, a 40 times
larger activity can he tolerated than by the gamma.gamma coincidence
method, used for the same analysis by Kim, Speeoke and Hoste (19).

(g) The gamma sum coincidence mothod 1188 been used by Adams
and Hoste (20) for the determination of antimony in Iesd without
chemical separation. The authors made use of the 0.603-1.69 MeV
gamma-gamma cascade of lI'8b, the sum peak of which is situated at
2.29 MeV. The ssmples were disks of about 3 g Iesd with a thickness
of about 3 mm, in order to avoid m888ur&ble absorption of the gamma
rays. After a 4 day cooling period, the only remaining interference was
due to ll....Ag. which emits gamma raye up to 2.29 MeV. A correction
for this interference W&8 obteinad by measuring the sotivity between
the two lUSb phooopesks, which W&8 indeed entirely due to the silver
activity and comparison with a pure ""'Ag stsnda.rd. The limit of the
method W&8 situated at 10-' p.g antimony.

(h) Wahlgren, Wing and Hines (21) applied the sum coincidence

(9.7)
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where D~ is the disintegration rate of the source P'.
From equations (9.6) and (9.7) it appears that the coincident count

rate for a noncorrelated radiation decrcases with R', whereas a 180.
correlated one decreases only with R2. This implies that the source
detector distance R has to be quite large, in order to suppress the un.
correlated gamma background, when measuring positron annihilation
rays. At the 88me time. the random coincidence rate is also decreased
as appears from equation (6.50). As an example, Figure 9.4 shows th~
ratio of the coincidence count rate to the singlc channel count rate
as a functior of R for the isotope "Na. Curve A is drawn for the
0.511 MeV positron annihilation radiation. oarve B for the 0.511
1.27 MeV gamma.gamma coincidence. Both curves are normalized

Fig. 9.4. Ratio of coincident to single channel count rate veraua the distance
of the detoctora. Curve A: 1800 correlated ,..-,. coincidence (IiNa O.lSl/O.BI }'fe\').
Curve B: uncorrelated ,....." coinci\lence (UNa 0.61/1.28 MeV) (18).



• •L (In A' - >.I, - In A,. ,)' = L Z; (9.33)
i-I '-1

By equating the partial derivatives of (0.33), with respect to In A'

where A' represents the activity of the considercd isotope at time
zero (usually at the end of the irradiation), A,., its activity after a
decay time I and A the disintegration constant. The error, due to
the counting statistics, is denoted as Z(. Writing equation (9.32) for
n interference free points, and summing the squares, yields:

3. Decay Curv. Ana/yai8

As already m.ntioned in section II, A, complex decay cun:es can
readily be analyzed by means of a computer, M'oiding th~ time con
suming graphical analysis and errora induced by subjective jndgement.

The first and most simple way to analyze complex decay curves
is to proceed according to the graphical method, using the least
squares teohnique. A linear least squares tit is performed, starting with
the interference free activity duo to the longest lived isotope. In each
point of this part ohhe decay curve, one can write:

u. A.l.'A.loo.l~J..a nJ.J.uuu'J, "".u...-u......... o)A.l"'..6...Ij,AU,V..., I~:';,JJ

anu A, to zero and solving the set of equations one obtains .......iates
for A' and A for the considered laotope. Starting with the point.1l
representing the activity of the isotope having the amaUest decay
constant, the program is iterated with increasing n, until A' and
consequently Aincrease. The foregoing values are then taken &8 the
best estimates, by means of whioh the activity of the longest lived
isotope is caloulated and subtraotedfrom each point of the decay ourve.
With this correoted decay curve, the program is started over again, in
order to caloulate the A' and Aof the next longer lived isotope, and so
on.

lt has to be remarked, that due to statiaticallluotuatlons, the half.
lives and the A' values found can differ from the correct ones (33).
Therofore one considers the best values as follows

AJ* = AJ + dAJ
-Aj = AJ + !:'AJ (9.34)

where the asterisk indicates the best value andj indicates the different
isotopes present in the complex decay ourve. Now, the relation of the
decay eueve can be written:

A, = t (AJ + !:.AJ) exp [- (AJ + !:.AJJlIl (9.35)

where A, indicates the total activity of the ourve at I,. Linearization
ofequation (9.35), in order to compute the optimum values for !:.AJ and
!:'AJ by the least squares method yields:

t It (AJ + dAJ - AJ!:'AJI,) exp (-AJI,) - A,] - t z, (9.36)

This approximation is valid, because !:.AjI,«1 and !:.AJ!:,AJII«AJ.
Minimizing the square of equation (9.36) by partial differentiation

with respect to !:.A~ and !:.Aj, and solving the set of equations thus
obtained, yields the optimum values for!:.AJ and !:'AJ and hence the best
values for A1" and >.t.

The program "SMASH" (Syatematio Mathematical Analysis of
"Short" Half.lives) (8,41,42) makes use of two separate mathematical
procedures for oomplex decay ourve analysis, which can be represented
as a set of observations of the form:

A, = t A7 exp (-AJlll (9.37)

where A, = total activity at time II
A7 - initial aotlvity of component j, with a decay constant )./.

E',,:i
"IiiI'"

,\

(9.32)In A' - >.I, - In A", = Z,

.n be shown that the standard ueviation of 8(.,) on xJ isbIoreover, .
given by

8('J) = [_8_ (all)-1J'/' (0.31)
n-m

where (all)-1 is the corrcsponding diagonal elcmcnt of tI,C invcrse
matrix lal-1•

From a complex spectrum and from the spectra of the composing
standards one can compute the best values for the ratios of each
component to its respective standard and also the standard deviation.
As all channels of the spectrum are used, statistical counting errora
are minimized. Moreover, no subjective errors are induced. One should
however remark that the generation of random sumpeaka in the
complex spectrum can seriously affect the results of this method,
unless they are corrected for (36). Moreover, overlooking one cow
ponent, or taking a standard into account missing in the complex
spectrum. can give rise to serious errors in the computed ratios.



(9.40)

(9.30)o(AJ) - FIT [kiWIS

Al -Itt) ~ f: exp (-.\I) g(A) dA

where g(A) is a sum of delta funetions. A plot of g(A) versus Aappears
as a frcqueney spectrum, due to the statistical deviations on lIt) and
the numerical computation involved in determining g(A). An example
of a plot of g(A)/A versus Afor a four component decay curve is given
in Figure 9.14. ]'rom these resulte it is olearly shown thet a peak in the
frequency spectrum indicates the presenoe ofa component. The absoiasa
value at the centre of the peak gives the decay constant )" whereas the
height of the peak is proportional to A;. The lluotuations around the
zero ordinate can be puzzling as a low aotivity component could be
overlooked. The authors perform the determination of g(),) from the
experimental function/ttl, by inversion ofthe Laplaoe integral equation
(9.40) using a method of Fourier tranal'orms.

t, ,,,,.
'J.'f/'

by a separate measuremen~of the pure isotopes. Wit·h these C<.••..an~

valucs, AJ can be caleulated without diffioulties, even if the half.lives
are as close to each other as lo-20ey..Foreaa:hA1 the standard deviation
can be computed according to

where ki] represents the corresponding diagonal element of the invert
matrix, used for the caloulation of AJ by the lcaat 8quares teoImique.

When the estimated number of componenta of the decay ourve is too
email, the program will end '''1' with a high value ofFIT end a warning
message can be given. When on the other hand the estimated number of
components is too large, several pOIlSibilities exist:

a negative AJ value can be found for the extra component;
an exccptionally high standard deviation can be found for the A1·
value of the particular cdII1ponent;
a very low positive value for A1 might even occur.
An example of a decay curve analysis using this program is given

in Table 9.5. The half.lives of the known componenta are 2.5 m,
35.0 m and 316.5 m. Possibly one or two additional oomponente can
occur wi~h respective half·lives of 10.0 and SO.O minutes~

A more sophisticated way to solve oompiex decay curves, as repre.
sented by equation (9.37) is described by Gardner d al. (5). The
function A, (0.37) may be expressed In the form of a Laplaoe integral
cquation:

'LiJ-.....

!
I

i

I,
I
i
·f
I
I
~',
!

!

The bes~ vall or AJ and AJ have to be selected in order to fi~ thc ..
observations of the decay curve. This is ob~ained by a combination of
the linear leas~ squares technique and a direc~ search procedure. Values
for AI are assumed, e.g. by grapWcal estimation, wWeh are no~ to be the
exact ones and are kep~ cons~an~ for the caleula~ionof the firs~ approxi.
mated values of AJ. This reduccs equation (0.37) to a linear equation in
AJ and the leas~ squares technique can be applied, minimizing wi~h

respec~ to AJ the expression .

f IYMI - t AJkl,J)' ~ f Zr (9.38)

where the weight lV, is assumed to be liar, or being the variance
of the 'th observation. kl •J is a storage matrix of exponentials. From
this the quantity tZ1 can be calculated, which is divided by the

number of degrees of freedom (here number of observations minus
number of components). The square roo~ of this rcsul~ is called FIT,·!.

Now, the "pa~tern searcl," optimizes the paramcters AJ and AJ
of the func~ion according to a direc~ search optimization scheme,
wi~hou~ the use of deriva~ives. The variable FIT is chosen as the
quanti~y to be op~imized. The well known decay con.tants are fed into
the program as constant, whereas the unknown ones are treated as
variables. One should remark th~t i~ is always advantagCQus to kecp
the number of variable decay constanta 8S small as possible. According
to this, the firs~ variable decay constant is changcd by a preset incre.
men~, a new se~ of AJ's and a new FIT value is computed. TWs new
value is compared wi~h FIT-I and if improvemcn~ is ob~ained, the
decay constant is changed again, in the direction fonnd (positive or
nega~ive) according to a certain pattern, until no further improvemUl~
occurs. Then a new direction or smaller increments will be chosen, unti!
one of the convergence criteria. is reached:
-further improvement of FIT is less than 10-';
-the step size has been reduced 5 timcs;
-~he total number of steps per parameter is larger than 400.

If no improvement is obtained by the firs~ chango of dccay constan~,

the opposite direction is tried. The pattern search is subsequcntly
repeated for all variable decay constants.

As the lowest value for FIT will not necessarily coincide a~ tl,e
true half.lives, the authors recommend performance of the final cal.
eula~ion of AJ, using the half·lives given in the literature, or obtained
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Fig. 9.14. Analyail of. tour comPOIlOilt decay curve wit.h 11 - o.a; 1, - 0.1;
A, _ 0.02 and A, _ 0.01 (6).
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By combining equations (O.42) and (9.43) and rearranging tel..... one
can write:

F(Jl) = [If(27r}'I'] J:.. g[exp( -V}] exp ('JlV) dV

x J: .. exp [-exp (I)] exp (I) exp ('Jl8) dB (9.44)

where 8 :z % - y.

The function 9 [exp (-V)] dV is related to the original variables III

follows:
,,[exp (-V)] dV - ,,(>')1>' d>. (9.45)

Inspeoting equation (9.44) one remarks that the right hand side is
the product of G(Jl), which is the Fourier transform of" [exp (-y)],

I ~
!
i
I
I

I
I
I
I,
I,
i

Io.

I,.'

i
I
I
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Final
FIT

0.927518

3.619714

0.935111

0.925820

A'I
(cpm)

31289.203
1078H.126

2179.~08

-1340296
100083.500
40694.371
199~3.469

2120.122

10009U25 '
I09~0.410

1986.785
49696.103

100228.563
20012.785
2003.538

~0795.316

3.5110.
35.1406

318.6675
10.0289

2.5000
35.0000

316.6000
10.0000

- 2.5000
- 35.0000
-316.0000
- 10.0000

2
I

3
4

Example of deoay curve analysis using program "SMASHIt (8)

3

Input. balf·lifa· Final half·life
Run Component (minutes) (minutes)

• Negative sign indicates that half.life is considered 48 variable.

I - 35.0000 28.2331
2 - 2.5000 4.7385
3 -316.5000 300.9714

Warning: number of components is probably too sma.ll

TABLE 9.6

2 I - 80.0000 283.6895
2 - 2.5000 2.5121
3 - 10.0000 10.0281
4 - 33.0000 35.1406
5 -316.6000 316.6042

'Yarning: numbor of componenta is probably too large

Firstly the variables of equation (9.40) are transformed into:

>. = exp (-V) and I = exp (x) (MI)

which yielda, after multiplication of both sid... hy exp (.1:):

exp (.1:}J[exp (.1:)] = J:.. exp [-exp (.1:-V)] exp (,;- y) g[exp (-V)] dV

(9.42)

Denoting the Fourier trallBform of exp (x) I [ex!, (x)] by F(Jl}. one
obtains:

F(Jl) = [1/(27r}'/'J J:.. exp (x}/[exp (x)] e:<p (iJl.1:) d.1: (9.43)



from which: .

Writing the inverse Fourier transform of G(I'), one eventually finda:

4. Optimizing ProgriJ.m8

It is obvious that computer programs can be used in activation
analysis for oalculating the induced activity by a .iluclear reaction
and for determining optimum conditions for irradiation and deoay.
This can be very useful especially when dealing with complex activation
and decay modes .8 occur in parent-daughter relatiOns and branching
activation or decay (see Chapter 5).

The complex program "AARDVARK", whicih·liJla been described

real and an imaginary part, rf.speetively X, and X" since it tm... out to
be the Euler integral of tho complex gamma function:

X(I') - (1/(2"j',lj r(1 + il') (9.lS1)

Hence one can oalculate that equation (9.48) becomes

1 J.'(FrXr + F,X,. F,X, - FrX,. ]
o(exp (-y)] = - X" K? ooslll' + Xi + 10 amlll' dl'

"'0 r+' . r'
(9.52)

whieh gives the solution one is looking for.
Since Fourier type transforms are used, one can expeot that a certain

amount of smoothing will be performed on the stetistioal scatter of
the data. However it eltould be noted, as for tha previous methods,
that smoothing prior to analysis appreciably improves tha final results.

In general one can reJUark that it is advantsgeous to subtraot the
baekground and the activity due to wtopes whioh liVe long in com·
parison to tho meaBuring time of tho whole decay ourve, before starting
the analysis. These activities yield a relatively amall value for Aand
no exact half·life oalculation can be performed on these isotopes. On
the other hand, analyses of decay curves are aeriouslihindered, lj'hen
dealing with low activities and consequently large itatlatioallluotua
tions. The reliability of the resulta will also largely depend on tha
ratios of the ..47 values belonging to tha different components of
the complex decay curve. It is obvious that the activity in each point of
the decay curve is referred to tha middle of tha meaiuring interval.
When the measuring interval becomes of tha same order of magnitude
as the half·life of the isotope, substantial errors can occur, Correotion
for these errors, and for the dead-time of the measuring apparatus are
described in Chapter 10.

...

1

(9.46)

(9.47)

o (exp (-y)] = (1/2,,) J:.. (F(I')/X(I')] exp (iY!') dl' (9.48)

It is obvious however that equations (9.43) llnd (9.48) cannot be
numerically integrated from - co to co. So, by introducing the limita
+x. and -x. whieh are the cut-off points of the integral, equation
(9.43) changes to:

(2,,)"'F(I') = t., exp (x)/(exp (x)] exp (il"") dz + /(x., 1') (9.49)

Sinee the cut-off error of the x. limita i. refleeted in inereasing the
height of the error ripples in the final resulta, tending to obseure the
real peaks present, it is necessary to choo.. :1:. in such a way that
the value of /(x., 1') is sufficiently small to ensure good resolution.
In the same way, the integration limita of equation (9.48), ±1'., affect
the eventual frequeney spectrum. If1'. is ehosen too large, the cut off
at x. eauses an inerease in the height of the error ripples. On the other
hand, if1'. is too small, a broadening of the final peaks oceurs, resulting
in a resolution loss.

For the numerical integration, Gardner el al. reeommend that all
decay constants should be between 0 and 1. Next, eaeh value of/(1)
is multiplied by its respeetive I value and, uning the transformation
deseribed by equation (9.41), the results are plotted aa exp (x)J[exp (x)]
versus %.

The funetion F(I') is subsequently ealculated as follows:

F(I') = (1/(2,,)"'] J:' (U*(x) + /*( -x)] eos I""

+ iUS(x) - /*( -xl] sin I""} dz (9.50)

where/*(x) standa for exp (x) /(exp (x)]. This yi.lds Fr and F" respec
tively the real and imaginary parts of F(I')' X(I') is also composed of a
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and X(I'), wluch rcprescnts the Fourier transform of exp [-exp (.)]
exp (').

According to this, equation (9.44) can be written:



(9.ll1)
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. and K(/,,), which rcprescnts the Fonrier transfe"1lI of cxp [-cxp (a)]
cxp (a).

According to this, equation (9.44) can be writtcll:

'iI
real and an imaginary part, respectively X, and XI, since it tn..... 'out to
be the Euler integral of the complex gamma function:

X(}') - [1/(271)1/1) r(1 + i}')

from which:

Writing the inverse Fourier transform of G(/,,), one eventnally finds:

Hence one can calculate that equation (9.48) becomes

1f.'[FrXr + F,X, F,X, - FrX,. ]
u[exp (-1/)] = - KI K'f cos 111' + KI + K'f am 111' dl'

"'0 ,+, . "
(9.ll2)

which gives the solution one is looking for.
Since Fourier type transforms are used, one can expect that a certain

amount of smoothing will be performed on the statistical acatter of
the data. However it should be noted, as fur the previous methods,
that smoothing prior to analysis apprsoisbly improves the llna1 res1J:lts.

In general one can remark that it is advantageous to subtract the
background and the activity due to isotopes which live long in com·
parison to the measuring time of the whole decay curve, before starting
the analysis. These activities yield a relatively small 'value for ,\ and
no exact half.life calculation can be performed on these isotopes. On
the other hand, analyses of decay curves are eerioueli hindered, -rhen
dealing with low activities and consequently large stntisticallluctua
tions. The reliability of the results will also largely depend on the
ratios of the A1 values belonging to the dift'ereilt components of
the complex decay curve. It is obvious that the activity in each point of
the decay.curve is referred to the middle of the meaSuring interval.
When the measuring interval becomes of the same order of magnitude
as the half·life of the isotope, substantial errors can occur, Correction
for theeo errors, and for the dead.time of the measuring apparatus are
described in Chapter 10.

4. Oplimizing Programs

It is obvious that computer programs' can be used in activation
analysis for calc.ulating the induced activity by a' ,nuclear reaction
and for determining optimum conditions for irradiation and decay.
This can be very useful especially when dcnling with complex activation
and decay modes as occur in parent-daughter relatIOne and branching
activation or decay (see Chapter 5). '

The complex program "AARDVARK", which 'hlls been described

i
;,

(9.46)

(9.47)

U[exp (-1/)] = (1/271) J:.. [F(/,,)/K(/,,)] exp (iy/,,) d/" (9.48)

It is obvious however that equations (9.43) and (9.48) cannot be
numerically integrated from - 00 to 00. So, by introdu.cing the limits
+x. and -x. which are the cut·off points of the integral, equation
(9.43) changes to:

(271)l/'F(/,,) = t., exp (x)/[exp (x)] exp (il'-") dx + /(x., /,,) (9.49)

Since the cut.off error of the x. limits is reflected in increnaing the
height of the error ripples in the final rcsults, tending to obscure tbe
real peaks present, it is necessary to choose x. in such " way that
the value of /(x., /,,) is sufficiently small to ensure good resolution.
In the same way, the integration limits of equation (9.48), ±/"., affect
the eventual frequency spectrum. If /". is chosen too large, the cut oft·
at x. causes an increase in the height of the error ripples. On the other
hand, if /". is too small, a broadening of the final peaks occurs, resulting
in a resolution loss.

For the numerical integration, Gardner eI al. recommend that all
decay constants should be between 0 and 1. Next, cach value of /(1)
is multiplied by its respective I value and, using the transformation
described by equation (9.41), the results arc plotted as exp (x)/[exp (x)]
versus :c.

Thc function F(}') is subsequently calculated as follows:

F(}') = [1/(2T)'/') f:' {U·(x) +r( -x)] co. I'-"

+ iU·(x) - r( -x)] sin I'-"} dx (9.50)

wherer(x) stands for cxp (x)/[cxp (x)]; This yields F, and Fl' respec.
tively the real and imaginary parts of F(/,,), K(}') is also composcd of a



Y time exists:a~::~:::;:.::~:::oo~:.:activi••~
enough to give riae to RJ veluea above a lIxed minlmum. 'I'hereIore,
decay time optimization is applied. Then, the most limiting reaction
Is disregarded, and the program atarts all over again with the remaining
reactions. The discerded reaction Is still taken into account £or the
calculations, along with all other interferenC88. The proC888 is repeated
until only two reaotions remain under consideration. IJ!o this way
"MULTIOPT" indicetea which combiMtion of elements can be
analyzed for one fixed irradiation time. The program Was applied by
Iaenlmur d 01. (43,44) to the anaiyBisoflmpuritieainhigh puritysilioon
samplea. The results of "OPTIMIZE" and ''MULTIOPT'' are 1Um·

marized in Table 9.6 whereas Figure 9.lIS shaWl the graph ofthe maxi.

.,
TABLE 8.8

I Resultl or "0PTDDZEu and "MULTIOP'I"· programa for the a.na1¥aia or .'
I g-ai1i.on IIalDpIa (43)

OPTlJ4lZE SeotJon

Jd'uimum Optimum Optimum A.Urit,.
ratio lrradlatJon deoay produced Weight

Rea.ctioo used (R,)••• lime lime (dpa) CPl!)

"'As (0. y) ttAs 0.242 17.4h 70.2h 20 0.02
"Cu (n, y) ''Cu 0.287 1.7h 2Uh 20 0.05
''Cu (n, y) ''Cu <20 0.06
tiC.. (0. y) "0.. 0.038 47.3h 18.3h 20 0.006
UK (0. y) UK <20 0.05
liMn (0. y) "Mn 0.880 52.8m 3.0h 884 0.05
UN.. (01y) "Na 0.888 48.0h 84.0h 20 0.34
u.Sb (0. y) .uSb 0.788 38.5h 7d 24.3 0.03
.uT. (0. y) IIrra <20 0.06
"Zn (01y) "Zn <20 2.0
"'Zo (01y) "Zo 0.278 7.25h 29.0h 38.8 2.0

WLTIOPT SectJon

... Irradiation
Yinimum Urn.

ratio (hour) "1dn UNa UtSb "Zn ''Cu "A-

0.238 37.8 2.4 82.3 188.0 24,2 18.8 83.3
0.257 22.7 2.4 77.3 147,7 28.7 18.1
0.218 22.7 2.4 77.8 147,7 28.7
0.754 48.0 2.4 84.0 183.0
0.880 1.1 3.0 22.0

(9.53)

(9.54)[aRJ} = 0
01 6

and

where z represents the detector efficiency in the considered energy
region corrected for the possible branching in the decay scheme,
N is the number of target nuclei, 'P the neutron flux, " the
reaction .cross section and >. the decay constant of the formed
nucleus.

RJ is subaequently maximized with respect to Ib and t as follows:

[aRJl = 0
al.}

by Isenhour, ~-::~'-~~O~~i~:~-~~:~':)~=not consider tilese

special C8B88, but nevertheless cen be of great belp to tbe analyst.
The master program consists of three subprograms: "OPTIMIZE",
"OPTIPLOT" and "MULTIOPT", which can be used either in
combination or aeparately. The program allows tbe analyst to deter.
mine optimum conditions for irradiation and decay time for single and
multi element analyaes.

All three programs are based on maximizing Rb wbioh represents
the ratio of the activity, induced in an elementj, to the activity induced
in all elements preaent. RJ is maximized as a function of irradiation
time ,. and decey time I. Indeed RJ can be represented by:

R
zJNJ'PI"lll - exp( ->'hll exp (->'}I)

J-- L Z/N/'PlUt[l - exp (->.,1.)] exp (- >',1),

The master program initiates the operations by reading the input
dats and subsequently turns control over to each of the subprograms.
"OPTIMIZE" firstly determines if the activity produced by a given
reaction is sufficient for analJ·Sis. For the reactions where this
requirement is met, the values for I. and I are computed according
.to equation (9.54), in order to obtain a maximum RJ. So thia program
calculates the optimum conditions for a single element activation in
a multicomponent matrix. The programs "OPTIPLOT" and ''MULTI.
OPT" are need for multielement activaticn analysis in a multi.
component matrix. "OPTIPLOT" computes optimum decay times for
a aeries oflrraJiation times and then plots the maximum RJ values as ..
function of irradiation time. These graphicel resulto allow the operator
to establish which element. can be simultanoously analyzed for a
fixed irradiation time.

The program ''MULTIOPT'' firstly. finds out whether an irradiation



Fig. 9.H5. Optiplot results fot 1 g ailicon matrix containing 0.0.2 ~g As, 0.05
1'8 Cu, 0.0061'8 Ga, 0.051'8 K, D.3! 1'8 Na, 0.031'8 Sb, 0.061'8 Ta, 21'S Zn, 0.06
1'8 !lIn (43).
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(D) USB OJr Sl'ECUL DBTll:alION SYSTlWS

The analysis of compl6l< gamma spectra can be highly simplified
when one succeeds in suppr688ing the Compton region of the apeotra.
Two ways of obtaining this result 6l<ist:

surrounding the Nal(Tl) detactor with an antiooincidence shield;
subtracting the Compton continuum of the NaI(Tl) speotrum by

means of a seoond deteotor, which gives rise to Compton eJroot only.
The principles of both methods have been disoussed in Chapter 6.
Perkins (45,46,47) uaed two 12.7 X 12.7 om oylindrieal NaI(Tl)

deteotors. betwoon which the souroe was aandwiched. The deteotors
were surrounded by an NaI(Tl) scintillator in antiooinciden06. The
speotrometer used was a 4096 channel multiparameter analyzer. With
this antiooinciden06 shield. the already small Compton continuum was
further reduced by a factor of about 5. Furthermore. caacade gammas
were easily measured by means of a sum coinciden06 technique, and
used for quantitative determination. The author determined simul,
taneously and without chemical separations the isotopes "'Co. IINa,
"Y and 1300. in "fall.out" produots. and ''Cu. 'tOa. ".As, u°La.
uOBa, "'Sb and "Co in reactor cooling water.

The Compton subtraction spectrometer, as firstly' described by
Peirson and Iredale (48,49,50) was applied by the last author for the
determination of iron, gadolinium, sodium and scandium in aluminium.
The reactions uaed together with the obtained limits are represented
in Table 9.7.

TABLE 9.7
Detection limita Cor the ualyail or impuritiea

In aluminium after IrodaIe (61)

Adams and Haste (52) determined by Jeans of a Compton subtrao.
tion speotrometer antimony in lead in a oonoentration region from 1 to
0.03%. using the 0.566 MeV gamma ray of IIISb. In order to oorreot
for matrix shielding and dux variations. a known amount of gold was

r
I (hI

N.

O.S

·~'I l'U!'VTJ\ON AClTITA.'l'ION .ABALY8IS•,mum acth . ratio versus irradiation time obtained by the program
"OPTIPLOT". From Figure 9.15 it can be seen that for a 30 h irradia,
tion time, and applying optimum decay times, sodium, manganeae and
antimony can be analyzed with good precision; for zinc, copper and
arsenic the situation is less favorable. This is sustained by the results
of "MULTIOPT" from which it appears thst for a 37 h irradiation all
six elements obtain a R j ratio of at least 0.239.

R 10
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1""
spotted on the samples and the 0.412 MeV gamma ray of "'Au wea
used aa an internal standard.

De Boote and Hoste (53) describe the determination of cobalt in
nickel by means of a modified Compton subtraction apectrometer

. (54,55). The isotope "Co formed by (n, y) reaction on the element to be
determined is meaaured versus the '"Co activity produced by (n, p)
reaction on the nickel matrix, which is used as an internal standard. By
choosing an adequate irradiation facility with a suitable thermal to
fast flux ratio, cobalt concentrations ranging from 10' to 0.5 ppm
could be determined nondestructively in a nickel matrix. The limit of
the method is due to the reaction "Ni(n, p}"Co.

The application of large NaI~Tl) crystals call be useful for the sup.
pression of the Compton spcctrum, although gcnerally an appreciable
loss in resolution obtains. Thin NaI(Tl) wafers, however, are advan.
tageous for the measurement of X.rays and low energy gamma rays,
in the presence of high energy radiation.

Indeed, a 1 rom thick NaI(Tl) wafer is practically transparent for
gamma rays above 150 keV, whereas good detection efficiency still
occurs for l<JO-keV photons. Gijbels and Hoste (56) made use of a 7.5 em
diameter by 0.1 em thickness wafer, provided with a beryllium window
of 37 mg per cm' for the determination of traces of osmium in ruthen.
ium. Osmium was meaaured ea 1810S (T",=16 d), emitting an iridium
X·ray at 65 keV. The ruthenium matrix mainly gives ri2e to '''Ru
(T",=40 d), with its main gamma ray at 0.498 MeV. Although the
osmium waa separated from the ruthenium activity by distillation
from H,sO,-H,O., the osmium fraction appeared to be contaminated
with lO'Ru. Eowever, the wafer.detector allowed the determination
of 10 ppm osmium in a 10 mg ruthenium sample, without need for
correction due to the lO'Ru activity.

The development of the Ge(Ll} detector constituted the biggest step
forward in gamma ray spectroscopy, resulting in a resolution gain by
a factor of approximately 20 in comparison with the NaI(Tl} detectors.
These semiconductors described in Chapter 6, sectio,," m, A, 3, sin1plify
chemistry to group separations, aa numerous isotopes can be determined
in one single measurement.

(E) AUTol>UTED ACTlVATION ANALYSIS

Automated activation analysis can start with the irradiation aD.d
end with the print out of the results. Automation can be worthwhile

U. ANALYSlS WITHOUT OHlWlOJL 5:El".£.JU.'rlON

,
when dealing with the ansJysis of certain elements in large ......ple
series such ea minerals, oil, steel and biological materials. The technique
can be developed so ea to obtain a push button machine which can be
operated by unspecisJized personnel.

The system consists of the following components:
the irradiation source, a neutron generator, a nuclear reactor, an

accelerator•... ;
a transport system for the samples;
if needed, automated chemical separations;
adequate meaauring techniques, tending towards speoiJioity;
a computing machine for data ansJysis and evaluation of the results;
a programming system which controls the different operations.
When a neutron generator can be used for irradiation purposes, the

costs of the installation may be kept within reaaonable limits. However,
when a nuclear reactor or 'lpoworful accelerator is needed, costs are
quite high, so that ouly important research centres can use such a
system economically, e.g. a. centre for activation ansJysis, for oil
research, for geological prospecting or for agricultural research.

The well known work ofWainardi and coworkers (57,58,69,60) deals
with automated activation analysis systems using a nuclear reactor ea
irradiation source. The apparatus is ""pable of performiilg 760,000
analyses per year and wea used, e.g. for the simultaneous and non·
destructive determination of sodium, chlorine and magnesium in blood
serum (61). Further applications were made in the determination of
tellurium in blood, urins and water, selenium in urins and blood, and
silver in brain tissue ofrata (62). In this !&at ansJysis, the total computer
time per sample was 2.6 m and tle cost was estimated by the authors
as 1.37 $ per analysis.

Hoste eJ al. (63) describe an automated oxygen analysis ayatem for
steel samples, using 14 MeV neutrons from a neutron generator to
produce the reaction 180(n, p)18N (T"a - 7.4 s). A rectangular double
pneumatic transport system for oylindrical40 g steel samples 9 rom x
26 rom diameter is used, allowing the standard to be activated at the
same tin1e ea, and behind thesample. The 18N gamma. activities above
4.5 MeV are measured by means of two separate counting systems.
The data are fed into a small electronic computer, which calculate& and
prints the oxygen content in mg. The sensitivity of the method is
about 0.1 mg oxygen at maximum neutron output.

The complete system is industrialized and is o.p6rationai in a ateel
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CHAPTER 10

SYSTEMATIC ERRORS IN ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

I. General ConsiderauollJ

The activity induced in an element after an irradiation time I. can be
calculated from equation (5.36), in the case of "simple activation".
A more practical form of this equation is

R(tb) = WZ8~A"9'Y[1 _ exp(-~~:'·)] (10.1)

R(tb)/3.7 x 10' gives the activity in millicurie (me). After a waiting
time I, the activi~y is obviously given by equation (5.37):

(10.2)

In the case of more complex systems, including isomerio activation,
paren~.daughter re1ationships, ete. equatiollJ. (5.44), (5.(7), (5.52),
(5.53), (5.55), (5.56), (5.59), (5.60) ••• or their practical equivalenta
should be used. In the above equatiollJ:

R = measured activity in Cp6 (R - .D, where D - disintegration
rate in dp6);

w = weight of the irradiated element in gram; (if a compound,
such as an oxide, is irradiated, ita weight must be multiplied
with the appropriate analytical converaion facter);

• = efficiency of the detecter; .
8 = abundance of the activated nuclide (100% = 1);
A = atemic weight of the irradiated element;
NA = Avogadro'snumber - 6.023 x 10";
y = chemical yield (if the activity is counted after a chemical

separation);
T'l' = half.life of the radionuclide formed;
t. and 1 = irradiation and waiting timerespective1y; (expressed in

the same unit as TJI,: s, m, h .•.);
" = isotepic activation croaa section. If only thermal activation

occurs (i.e. at the irradiat.ion poaition the cadmium ratio of

Q 4(6
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